
Used for cleaning and maintenance of oiled wood
oors to enhance the natural beauty of the wood
by penetrating into the wood and providing the
surface with a protective nish.

Gently cleans and maintains your oors while 
adding essential oils to nourish the wood as you
clean.clean.

Helps to extend the life of the oil nish by providing
additional protection to the surface.

Contains no solvents or hazardous chemicals.

Light pleasant odor.

Can be applied by hand with a clean mop or lambs
wool pad.

AApplicator mop and pads can be cleaned out with
soap and water.

Wood Floor Cleaner

Cleaning hardwood oors: It is essential for protecting and maintaining 
their beauty. Since dirt and grime can’t hide on hardwood oors like they 
can on carpet, cleaning your oors may seem “high maintenance.” However, 
once you establish your own routine, the best way to clean hardwood 
ooring won’t seem so difficult.

Cleaning Commercial Floors: Improper methods and products used for 
daily and periodic deep cleaning are probably the main causes of damage
to commercial hardwood oors. Avoid harsh chemicals (which can damage 
the wood or dull the nish). Also don’t use dust mop treatments, oil soaps,
silicone and acrylics, as they can leave a residue and adversely affect the
adhesion of a coat of nish in the future.

A few simple preventative measures to protect your oors from damage.

Following the correct method is easy and relatively inexpensive: 

Use protective felt pads on furniture and xtures to prevent scratching. 

Daily vacuuming or sweeping to remove dirt, sand or grit that can act like
sandpaper and damage your oors. 

Use AEROGREEN 4220 RTU, a non-toxic, low VOC waterborne formula in 
a a ready to use form to clean your wood surfaces without leaving a lm or 
residue behind.



DIRECTIONS DUST/SWEEP: Giving your oors a good
dusting with a microber mop or cloth will be your best
daily defense against scratches and surface damage. 
Microber cleaning pads often use static electricity to trap
dirt, particles, and other household allergens. Using a
broom can be effective as well, but using a broom only
pushes the dipushes the dirt around. When you want to clean your
oors without damaging them, avoid lifting your microber
mop up off the oor when you clean - this way you keep
the dirt trapped on the pad.

VACUUM: Weekly maintenance will deal with the hard to
reach areas that a daily dusting can’t reach. Vacuums and
wet mops are ideal for gettng dirt out of trouble areas like
ccorners and the spaces between each piece of hardwood.
However, using vacuums and mops come with extra
caution when you want to clean oors without damaging
them. If your vacuum has a beater bar, make sure it doesn’t
hit the bare oor. Also, take care with the wheels on the 
vacuum as they might damage the oor.

MOP: 

1. Lig1. Lightly spray your oor with AEROGREEN 4220
RTU Wood Floor Cleaner.

2. Use a mop pared with a washable, microber pad to 
mop the surface clean. A light touch is all that is needed 
to give it a great clean. A gentle touch is one of the best 
ways to clean hardwood ooring.

POLISH: Polishing your oor every few months is a great
wway to clean hardwood ooring. Polishing renews and
refreshes the nish that protects your hardwood oor.
With oors that have some kind of protective sealant, it is
the nish that is getting the most attention when we
clean - not the actual hardwood. Polishing your oor lls 
in microscopic scratches and evens out a oor’s protective
surface. Polishing a hardwood oor is not a difficult task
and can be done with a minimal amouand can be done with a minimal amount of effort.

DEEP CLEAN: With all the abuse we put on our hardwood 
floors, consider giving your floor a deep clean or a sand and 
refinish every 3-5 years. Sanding and refinishing your floor 
completely removes the old protective finish and replaces it. 
If your floor has some deep scratches or gouges, sanding 
and refinishing can repair this damage, leaving you with 
immaculimmaculately clean hardwood flooring.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Leaves No Residue
Low VOC’s
Non-Hazardous
Non-Combustible
No Special Hazardous Training
RRequires No Rinsing
Can Ship by Air

SPECIFICATIONS:

Biodegradability         Yes
Flammable Combustible     No
SCAQMD Certied        Yes
Contains Terpenes        No
CCaustics              No
pH                8.5-9.0
Density lbs. /per gal       8. 9
100% Readily Biodegradable   Yes
Ready-To-Use           Yes

SAFETY/CAUTION:

Rubber gloves are recommended to prevent drying of the
sskin. Goggles are recommended to protect eyes if splashing
is expected. Harmful if swallowed. Avoid getting into eyes.
If contact occurs, ush with running water. If irritation
persists, get medical attention. May cause dryness of skin
with prolonged use, wash hands with cold water and apply
a hand lotion.


